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DECISION 

Turkish Cuisine Movement in the New Century of Turkish Cuisine 

 

Subject: Summary and Announcement of Decision No. 02 that Taken on August 26, 2013 

 

Our institution, which was established on August 26, 2010, was announced to the whole world on January 7, 2020. 

TCRM, which, together with WTCA, symbolizes the important cultural values of Turkish cuisine and also symbolizes 

the resurrection of the spiritual heritage of the most important legendary chefs of Turkish cuisine. TCRM is the first 

culinary movement in the world,  with its unique and vanguard works. 

 

As a requirement of the historical duties imposed on us by all our values, which we represent as a unifying element 

in the field of Turkish culinary arts, together with the heavy responsibilities we have; It was announced to the 

world public  with this text on January 7, 2023 that the official name of the Turkish Cuisine Resurrection Movement 

was changed to the Turkish Cuisine Movement in accordance with the decision numbered 02 taken on August 26, 

2013. 

 

Instead of TMH as a Turkish abbreviation, TMDH is used, and as an English abbreviation; It was deemed 

appropriate to continue to use TCRM instead of TCM. There was no need for any change in the official website and 

name of TMDH. On the other hand, as of January 7, 2023, only the official name "Turkish Cuisine Movement" will 

be used as it will be on social media accounts in the areas in the signature sections of all content. 

Tolgahan Gulyiyen 

World Turkish Cuisine Academy & Turkish Cuisine Movement 

Founding President 
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TEXT OF DECISION NO. 02, DATED 26 AUGUST 2013 

 

As a requirement of the historical duties imposed on us by all our values, which we represent as a unifying element 

in the field of Turkish culinary arts, together with the heavy responsibilities we have; It was decided to change the 

official name of the Turkish Cuisine Resurrection Movement to the Turkish Cuisine Movement, and to announce 

the change to the world public with a brief explanation on January 7, 2023, (January 7-15, 2023*) when the new 

century of Turkish cuisine will be celebrated. 

Tolgahan Gulyiyen 

WTCA & TCRM 

Founding President 

 

 
 

 


